
ENABLE YOUR CUSTOMERS 

TO FIND YOUR PRODUCTS IN 

STORES CLOSEST TO THEM 
Bizom StoreFinder has all the answers



THE CHALLENGE

With the global pandemic and 

lockdowns in India and most 

nations, supply chains all over the 

world are broken.

This added with fewer open 

outlets, initially forced most 

consumers to move towards 

e-commerce platforms that 

were delivering. However, in the 

first week of the lockdown, it 

became evident that most 

e-commerce platforms couldn’t 

keep up with demand and 

struggled with delivery logistics.
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With most large supermarkets 

staying shut and e-commerce 

platforms failing to meet delivery 

commitments, customers turned to 

the most reliable of them all –

The friendly neighborhood grocer. 

The mom-and-pop retailers we 

dearly call Kirana Stores in India.

Most kirana stores stayed open 

and went to great lengths to ensure 

customers always got their 

essentials. However, there was a 

catch, they failed to stock all 

brands they earlier did. 

This posed two key challenges:

1. Consumers did not always get  

their favorite brands

2. FMCG/CPG enterprises lost 

market-share to regional 

players 



BIZOM TO THE RESCUE

At Bizom, our focus has always 

been towards creating frugal 

innovations at periphery, to solve 

distribution challenges in almost 

real-time.

This combined with our product 

teams not getting access to their 

favorite beverages and snacks, 

took us back to our drawing 

board. Innumerable iterations and 

customer feedbacks later, we 

built Bizom StoreFinder
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Imagine this: Your brand-loyal 

customers visits a microsite unique 

to you, enters their current pin code  

and selects a radius (500m to 5km). 

That’s 3 clicks!

3 Clicks is all it takes for Bizom 

StoreFinder to display which retailers 

closest to them is carrying their 

favorite products. What’s more? We 

also analyse retailer’s orders to only 

display outlets that have recently 

ordered.
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WHY BIZOM STOREFINDER

Identify stock 

availability in outlets in 

near-real time

Direct channel to help your 

customers find your products

Device-agnostic

portal, works 

across devices 

and browsers



Free Demo

HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS 

FIND YOUR PRODUCTS IN 

JUST 3 CLICKS

Register for Bizom StoreFinder demo today

mailto:MARKETING@MOBISY.COM?subject=Free%20Bizom%20StoreFinder%20Demo

